5 MOST COMMON
INTERIOR DESIGN
MISTAKES THAT
(ALMOST) EVERYONE
MAKES!
AND HOW TO AVOID THEM...
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Artwork for Interiors

It happens to everyone--- you are shopping and see a piece of art and immediately you
think, Oh! this will look perfect in my TV room! Of course, you give in to the impulse
buy and excitedly bring home your new-found treasure--- only to discover that what
looked liked the ideal piece looks hideous when put in place, and you are left saying,
What was I thinking? Where did I go wrong?

Scale

Colors

Oops! The color tone
in the print you love is
at odds with the colors
in the room...

The room is too small!
Or your print is too
big! Either way, it
doesn't work!

Framing

Connection

Your art is framed BUT
the frame doesn't
work in the room!

The art is pretty but
doesn't really capture
attention in the space.

Style

The artwork you chose
won't work with the
interior design style in
your home or office.

Character

The art is too "matchy"
for the room. There
isn't enough contrast.
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Virtual Interiors

Here's how to avoid these mistakes and stay on budget at the same time!
See the art in the room FIRST!
1. Take a photo of the room(s) you want to put the artwork in.
2. Open the photo of your room in Canva, Photoshop,
Photopea, or some other image editing or design software.
3. Choose a piece of art, or more than one.
4. Import the Photo(s) of the artwork you want to put in the
room and then scale it to the size you want.
5. Voila! You can see exactly what the artwork and/or
photography you want to purchase will look like in your
interior design.
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Art Consulting

Try out our "Virtual Interiors Service"

Custom Curated Artwork & Photography
1. Send me a photo of where you want the art (info@zenbizboss.com).
2. Tell me a bit about your design goals and current style(s)
3. I will send you virtual interior mockups for you to choose from.
p.s. when you use this service, you also get our "designer discount" of up to 40%

It's As Easy As 1,2, 3!
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Vibe for Room
Color Scheme
Art Style Preference
Current Feel/Style
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Get Started Today!
Are you ready to take the guesswork out of choosing artwork for your interior designs or
decor?
You are in the right place!
My name is Omaste Witkowski. I am the founder of Artworks and I can't wait to meet you!

Art For Interior Design & Decor
I help interior designers and decorators, homeowners, art consultants,
and art curators create unique & memorable spaces.
Send me an email @ info@zenbizboss
See my work @ TheArtDropShop.com
Read more on my blog @ ArtForInteriorDesignersAndDecorators.com
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